History of the monument and its timbered ceiling
King Roger, the ﬁrst Sicilian Norman king, built inside the
Royal Palace in Palermo, between the Greek and Pisan towers
and on the ruins of a Byzantine church, the St Peter’s Basilica,
well-known as “Palatina Chapel”. The church was consecrated
in 1140, but its construction is preceding, because in 1132 it
was just a “parish church” (the second one in Palermo, after the
Cathedral, during the Norman rule). In 1143 the building yard
was still active, as documented by a mosaic inscription located
in its dome tambour.
The Chapel, with a basilican plant, is diffusely characterized by
a mosaic decoration on the walls, dome and apses; the ﬂoor is
decorated with marble intarsia, as the walls base. The interior
space is divided in a nave and two aisles, with two different
wooden and painted ceilings: a ﬁrst one, slightly inclined with
little vaults perpendicular to the longitudinal axis in the aisles
(called also “navatine” or “navatelle”, and a ceiling conformed
with muqarnas above the nave.
In this monument, unique for its decorative apparatus, in past
times the analysis and studies concernes especially the mosaic
cycle but also to the constructive aspects of wooden framings,
in order to study wooden structures and wooden ﬁnishing and
decorative apparatus, to know its peculiarities and perhaps also
the possible correlations with coeval architectures; the objective
difﬁculty, and sometimes the impossibility to the inspection
of such wooden structures, limited technical knowledge to
reductive examination of visible parts.
The availability offered by an ample and stable work plan,
positioned in correspondence of ceiling intrados is an useful
condition to the cognitive phases of relief and analysis, as to
the restoration interventions; this condition allows besides
the access, without the removal of precious painted boards, to
wooden bearing structures, to garrets and hollow spaces for the
inspection of extrados and to favour the restoration of wooden
structures. These fortunate circumstances allows to start a
complete documentation of the extraordinary wooden framings
and of the interventions until today realized.
Plan of the intrados of the wooden ceiling and section of the Chapel (From Amari M. et al. La Cappella di S. Pietro della Reggia di Palermo, Palermo 1889.

The materical and constructive characters
The ceiling covering the central nave of the Palatina Chapel, like
other coeval and subsequent wooden structures of ﬁnishing and
completion, doesn’t have a structural function and was originally
a self-carried system: in some parts, today, is carried by special
wooden or metallic structures, inserted during centuries.
This ceiling has an evident decorative function, because it hides
the simple and plane overhanging coverage systems.
The nave covering ﬂoor is constituted by 53 beams of various
dimensions, approximately having section of 15x21cm; the
overhanging ﬂoorboard has an approximate thickness of 3 cm
and each element is wide around 50cm; the beams inter-axis is
particularly small, approximately 30cm.
With regard to the coverage-ﬂoor of nave, an easy inspection
of the hollow space between ceiling and coverage-ﬂoor has
allowed the masonry recognition; it has not been modiﬁed by
many building interventions.
Observing the muqarnas ceiling from extrados, rustic and not
hidden, it’s possible to analyze a complex wooden structure:
the main structure is realized by the juxtaposition and riveting
of wooden boards and battens to conform now the ceiling walls,
now the faces of muqarnas decoration that with projecting parts
develops along the four nave walls; tablets and wooden ﬁllets
are associated to boards, varying in width, length and section:
these one are simply rectangular, or wedge-shaped, useful to
conform the mixtilinear proﬁles, or to determine the opportune
curvature of concave and convex parts, of barrel vaults, trunkconic or fan-shaped portions.
The central portion, that is supported by muqarnas structure,
uses the same constructive criteria: for the constituent parts of
wooden small and star-shaped octagonal domes, removable and
having a squared plant – detachable, perhaps to allow a natural
ventilation and an inspection of the hollow space created between
ceiling and coverage beam-ﬂoor - were used small centrings
realized with wooden boards, curved and planed on intrados
and having a simply sketch in correspondence of extrados;
the structural ﬁelds are closed by wooden boards nailed to the
same centrings. Besides the numerous and various riveting (for
dimensions in length and section of nail head, often bent along
faces to avoid the slip off) that bind structural elements, we ﬁnd
a diffused system of tackling and union of wooden elements
by means of wooden ﬁbres bandages and animal glue, useful
to improve connection among planar elements juxtapositioned
along thin edges. Reinforcement and connection elements are
constituted by wooden boards and joists forcedly inserted e/
o nailed inside cave sections; other ones constitute braces for
some ceiling portions, the wedges and wooden chocks used for
reinforce the loose parts.

The nave ceiling is realized with a geometric alveolate motive
(in Arabic, muqarnas) as predominant architectural element, in
association with small reduced domes and wooden stalactites,
in the plane central portion: the wooden muqarnas decoration,
from the perimetric hull frame - ornamental motive already
found and described treating of side aisles - develops along the
four walls with following projecting parts, with a general height
of around 2mt.

The muqarnas side covering supports the plane central portion, constituted by two series of ten lacunars, having a star-shaped octagonal conformation with, in the
middle, a little reduced dome based on an octagonal plant. The octagons side is about 60cm, with however varying measures from a lacunar to another one, and the
little reduced dome has a rise of about 25cm. The two series of lacunars are placed side by side by 2 further ﬁles, one for side, of 11 little domes planned on a squared
base, and these domes are also present on smaller sides of the ceiling plane central area; these ones, have a base of around 50cm and a camber of around 20cm. The
juxtaposition of base octagons in correspondence of the two main ﬁles above described, it determines squared ﬁelds of ceiling, from which wooden stalactites depart,
formed by three pseudo-triangular partition, with vertex turned downward, having a varying height, between 40 and 55cm.
The ceiling today is supported by a system of 22 hemi-squared wooden beams (having each one approximately a section of 10,5x13cm); these beams are sustained by
2 wooden beams (rompitratta), constituted everyone by a couple of beams (about 20x5,5cm), mutually connected with ﬁlleted bar and bolts, that are supported once
more by 4 steel beam (NP16, presenting an I section).
The hemi-squared wooden beams, set into perimetric masonries look more ancient; vertical wooden boards are connected with nails to these beams (wooden tie beam,
called from the XVI century “appenditori”) and to the structures of muqarnas Norman ceiling. The evident constructive difference between the ceiling system and
these vertical wooden boards of support show that the muqarnas ceiling constructive system was originally a self-carried structure.

Laser scanning survey
The company engaged in the restoration of the Palatine
Chapel – Martino Solito Restauratore s.r.l. – and the Institute
for the Representation of Architecture at the University of
Palermo with Opera s.r.l., a spin-off company operating in
cultural heritage documentation, have promoted the laser
scanning survey of the wooden painted ceiling covering the
central nave of the Chapel.
Laser scanning survey has been performed with a noncontact 3D Laser Digitizer Vivid 9i; a huge number of scans
overlapping each other has been executed; scans provide a
rich documentation of muqarnas and of the paintings.
The result is a dense coloured point cloud, wich punctually
describes the geometry of the wooden surfaces and the
colours of the paintings.
The ceiling has been enlightened using spots and reﬂecting
panels, in order to reduce the presence of shades in the camera
images; the complex geometry of the ceiling has made it
necessary to increase the number of scans in order to reach
almost all the surfaces.
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